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BEST PRAC TICES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
First-generation corporate portals aspired to be enterprisewide solutions to a broad and diverse set 
of departmental problems. Initially, IT stared down a fire hose of features and back-end integrations 
offered by portal vendors. But it quickly found that “out of the box” meant six-to-12-month 
implementations, leading to questionable economic return and unmet expectations. It’s difficult to 
make portals and even harder to justify them. To avoid the painful lessons of first-generation portals, 
enterprises should follow five steps in defining a portal strategy that focuses on what counts: the right 
leadership, business context, user needs, prioritization, and actively managing change.
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DEVELOP A PORTAL STRATEGY TO CREATE VALUE

Portals became popular six years ago as a way to consolidate IT infrastructure and reduce costs in 
enterprises littered with intranet sites. Most often, portals faced internal employees — for accessing 
HR benefits information, IT help desks, corporate communications, collaborative workspaces, and 
departmental information. Now, companies face difficulty justifying further investments in these 
internal projects as tech-wary businesses question the value of “better access to information.”

However, a key lesson from past portal projects suggests that organizations can overcome 
the portal value hurdle. A focused portal strategy helps companies build consensus among 
business stakeholders, ensure downstream adoption of portal applications, and ultimately avoid 
overspending on portal implementations. Successful companies invest more in upfront portal 
strategy and focus business cases on high-value opportunities for portal technology — like fostering 
closer relationships with partners, reducing costs to serve existing customers, and opening up new 
potential revenue streams.

FIVE STEPS TO DEFINING A PORTAL STRATEGY

This year, 38% of North American firms and 19% of European firms will either purchase or 
upgrade portal software.1 However, companies purchasing or upgrading portals can’t afford the 
high implementation costs, low employee adoption rates, and questionable business cases that 
characterized first-round portal implementations.2 Taking corporate portals beyond an expensive 
bunch of intranet links requires selecting the right program leader, understanding the business 
context in which the portal operates, and taking a balanced approach to prioritization and change 
management.

Step 1: Build A Multifunctional Team, Recruit A Multifunctional Leader

Portals are no longer solely the domain of the IT department. But setting up a portal governance 
structure and hoping that cross-functional representation happens does not ensure successful 
outcomes. In general, portal governing bodies and steering committees should:

· Focus on the strategic, and delegate the tactical. Portal committees are challenged with 
finding the right level of involvement. For example, should they remove project barriers, act 
as gatekeepers and timekeepers by doing stage-gate-style project reviews, or both? When 
companies put excessive focus on the committee, decision-making becomes overly bureaucratic 
and slows the program’s progress. Portal decisions include everything from strategic direction 
to feature design, systems architecture, user interface design, and rollout planning. A central 
committee can’t realistically engage in and add value to all of the decisions necessary during the 
course of a portal program. 
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But as one highly decentralized professional services firm recently learned, portal steering 
committees can provide much needed visibility and influence across the company. When it 
came time to marshal resources for managing portal content, senior committee members 
facilitated important personal connections between the portal team and the rest of the company. 
This resulted in a distributed team of more than 80 content managers who actively managed the 
quality, timeliness, and accuracy of content within the portal as part of their jobs. This project 
was successful despite the remote content managers’ lack of a direct reporting relationship to the 
portal committee itself.

· Limit steering committee membership changes. “In the course of a five-year period, six 
senior leadership members rotated through the portal steering committee,” an IT manager 
recently told Forrester. Frequent portal leadership changes lead to widely differing views on the 
strategic direction of the program. Personalities and individual likes and dislikes have a habit of 
overshadowing sound business analysis. In addition, portal program members waste valuable 
time getting new committee members up to speed on prior decisions. To maintain consistency 
of vision and strategic direction, organizations should try to limit committee membership 
change to special circumstances — such as employee departures or major reorganizations.

Considering that nearly 40% of portal programs take one to two years just to implement, 
companies should target a two-to-three-year minimum tenure for steering committee 
members.3 This allows time for upfront portal business cases to be developed, tested, and 
measured against real outcomes that can be used to improve the portal implementation over 
time.

· Find a heavyweight program manager with cross-functional knowledge. Steering committees 
are important for setting priorities, ensuring ongoing sponsorship, and removing organizational 
road blocks.4 However, portal programs must find a “heavyweight” program manager with cross-
functional knowledge to help catalyze change effectively. This heavyweight manager must drive 
not only the thinking (e.g., should we do it?) but also the process (e.g., how do we do it?). When 
considering candidates, look for a balance of soft skills — like conceptual problem solving, 
influence, team management, and communications — and harder skills — like basic financial 
analysis, market research, and systems design.5 The best candidates will have experience 
working in one or more business lines, general portal technology knowledge, and a trusted 
relationship with the IT team responsible for the portal.

Step 2: Assess The Current Macro- And Micro-Level Portal Context

The portal team should understand both macro-level issues — like business, market, and 
competitive factors — and micro-level issues — like which departments require access to which 
applications and the types of content that will drive usage metrics upward. Understanding the 
working context requires balancing between these extremes. At a macro-level, the portal team 
should seek to:
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· Start with three basic questions. Who is the portal intended to serve? What are their goals, 
business activities, and motivations? And how can the portal help them achieve these goals? 
These basic questions start to tease apart who are the primary constituent groups that the portal 
will serve. The answers should drive decisions regarding how content and features get targeted 
to each group and which groups will be likely portal adopters.

· Understand the company’s strategic business objectives. To name a few strategic business 
objectives, ask questions like: How does the company compete? How is this changing? What 
core functions and processes are likely to deliver value if offered through a portal, and how 
will these change in importance over time? Given the multiyear planning horizon for portal 
initiatives, the team must recognize which initiatives will generate the most value and which will 
endure disruptions such as economic downturns and shifts in corporate strategy. For example, 
Forrester recently spoke with a wireless carrier that realized that offering a portal for call 
center representatives — shaving seconds off average call handling times, improving customer 
satisfaction, and increasing upsell opportunities — could translate into millions in savings and 
incremental revenue gains.

· Identify what the different stakeholders’ value. Understanding factors that are likely to get 
stakeholder attention instead of a blank stare (e.g., employee/departmental recognition, time 
and cost savings, growing new accounts, etc.) expedites change management efforts and 
smoothes negotiations. Bottom line, portal initiatives are less about technology and more 
about change management — because unlike IT initiatives that target a specific function (e.g., 
financial systems), portal initiatives routinely impact multiple business units and/or functional 
groups. Managing change means listening to stakeholders, iteratively problem solving their 
issues, and introducing change incrementally.6 A telecom provider recently told Forrester that 
it assigns full-time program managers on its portal team to specific constituencies — including 
direct sales, resellers, and regional customer service staff — to ensure that their most important 
needs are met within the portal.

· Map the basic information channels within and across the business. End user information 
channel conflict and channel confusion often lead to low employee portal adoption.7 A 
consumer packaged goods firm that Forrester spoke with was disappointed with usage 
metrics for its recent addition of executive KPI dashboards to the corporate portal. It found 
that its executives used phones and BlackBerry devices to get the same information from 
their assistants — completely bypassing the portal. Further, giving the corporate travel 
services department a presence in the portal does not mean that its call volume will decrease 
automatically. 

And don’t assume that portals with collaboration features (e.g., messaging, calendar, and 
document sharing) will cause users to stop using alternatives such as file shares, email 
attachments, and legacy departmental databases. Understanding the channels that users access 
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(e.g., phones, PDAs, departmental Web sites, email, etc.) — and the levers to push to move users 
between channels (e.g., sunsetting redundant departmental Web sites, awareness and training 
programs, observable productivity gains, etc.) — will influence behaviors more than just 
offering new information channels (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Finding Information About A Co-Worker

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

Task
Find information
on a co-worker

Information channels used Adoption enablers Adoption inhibitors

Portal “people-finder” 24x7 access, unlimited
information

PC/network access,
other channels

Email address book Convenience Limited information

Direct conversation Proximity, existing
relationship

Multiple locations,
organizational norms,
culture, etc.

Administrative assistant Ease, convenience Resource availability

Corporate voice directory Familiarity Kludgy interface

Printed company directory Mobility, ease of use Timeliness of
information

Mobile device directory Mobility, convenience Device cost, limited
information

Office/departmental Web site Context, role-specific
information Timeliness, accuracy

Human resources database Breadth and depth of
information

Complexity, usability
for non-HR employees

Personal notes, team
workspace, etc. Context, accessibility Fragmented, inconsistent

information

• What are relative usage levels
for each channel?

• Which channels are
complementary?

• Which channels offer
redundant information?

• Can channels be rationalized?
• What levers are appropriate for

moving users between channels?

• How to exploit unique portal capabilities (e.g.,
integration of disparate data, availability,
categorization, personalization, user interface)?

• Can component services within the application
infrastructure be leveraged across channels (e.g.,
data access and transformation, business logic,
interface components)?

• What synergies can be realized between
channels?

Key questionsKey questions
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Step 3: Base Portal User Profiles On Core User Tasks, Usage Metrics, And Patterns

Go beyond knowing users’ titles and where they sit. Too often, user profiling, segmentation, and 
usage analysis fail to surface insights necessary for the user-centered design so critical to portal 
adoption. Organizations must avoid focusing on surface-level, obvious distinctions between groups 
of users (e.g., “Sally works in marketing and is 34 years old. She is technically savvy but has little 
time to spend surfing the Web.”). Instead, develop user profiles based on business tasks or goals that 
users must achieve.

· Perform in-depth interviews that surface core tasks that users perform. Interview a 
representative sample of existing and potential portal users to categorize core user tasks and 
rate their relative importance. For example, a core task could include “looking up a person’s 
department name” or “checking 401(k) portfolio fund allocations.” In addition, use this activity 
to test and refine early hypotheses about how the portal system should work and what content 
and services should be targeted to which users. An example hypothesis could be “80 percent of 
our field service personnel will share technical notes via the portal if we also enable a secured 
area to track their accounts — which will result in improved service delivery and reduced errors 
and training costs” (see Figure 2).

· Define usage metrics for important features and user tasks. Usage metrics are the de facto 
way to validate that what people say they do is actually what they do.8 For example, number of 
log-ins per time period, session duration, log-in time of day, users’ geographic location, search-
to-download ratios, null searches, portlets accessed, and others will all yield insights that can 
drive portal design. Metrics also provide objective, powerful insights that can help change 
entrenched assumptions about how users behave and interact with the company’s portal. That 
is an important asset when negotiating with different groups over look-and-feel and navigation 
flow (see Figure 3).

· Describe user motivations. People either accept or reject portal features for subtle, nuanced 
reasons that are overlooked by generic user segmentations. One respondent told us, “Four days 
a week, I’m on the road and only have access via dial-up . . . the last time I tried accessing my 
reports in the portal, it was really slow. So now, I just have my assistant download and email 
them to me.” The generic segmentation would categorize this respondent as an “occasional” user 
and the assistant as the “frequent” user, without answering the question “Why?”

· Align user motivations into three general buckets. First, individual motivation centers on 
personal impact and recognition within the company. In a professional services firm Forrester 
spoke with, personal impact and recognition were directly connected to thought leadership, 
document authorship, and publishing — leading to active contributions to and worldwide use 
of an enterprisewide knowledge portal. Second, team (or departmental) motivation typically 
involves the explicit goals or intrinsic esprit de corps present within organizational groups. For 
example, a customer service team’s goal for average call-handling time drives specific behaviors 
and preferences for how representatives access information in the portal. Finally, organizational 
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motivations are those that are driven by core company values and objectives — such as 
customer-first, product leadership, distinctive service, and others. The art of effective portal 
programs involves learning how to leverage user motivations to drive portal usage and quality 
management.

Figure 2 Identifying Core Tasks

Figure 3 Useful Portal Metrics

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

Surface tasks Categorize tasks Test and validate

A comprehensive inventory of
activities that employee groups
perform in the course of their
work and the issues they
encounter when performing
them.

A mutually exclusive list of major
activities organized along relevant
dimensions (e.g., department,
business unit, role, geography,
tenure, etc.).

An updated list of user-tested tasks
— categorized along relevant,
logical dimensions.

• In-depth interviews
• Focus groups
• Hallway conversations

• Content analysis
• Pareto charts
• Issue trees

• Interviews with target users
• Activity maps
• Surveys

Objectives

Tools and methods

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

Metric Description

Base portal usage • Registered users
• Logins per time period
• Unique users per time period
• Page and portlet views
• Session duration

Content utilization • Communities/workgroups created
• Messages posted/read
• Documents loaded/downloaded per time period
• Document collection aging

Penetration • Percentage of user groups/role-levels accessing portal/portlets
• Percentage of portal, portlet, and feature usage by business units,

functions, geographies

Portal search effectiveness • Searches executed to documents downloaded
• Average query length
• Null searches
• Abandoned searches
• Average search results paging
• Search term frequencies
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Step 4: Organize A Portal Portfolio And Identify The Planning Horizon

A portal portfolio is portal leaders’ and managers’ best tool for driving prioritization decisions. The 
portal portfolio should itemize all potential content, feature, or process enhancements. Companies 
should categorize portal program subinitiatives into three buckets to create a portal portfolio of:

1. Platform enhancements. These include everything from bug fixes, incremental technology 
enhancements, and software upgrades to new types of content and transactional service 
improvements — like enabling single sign-on or improving navigation flow. A focus on high-
visibility quick-wins, such as look-and-feel upgrades, will add incremental value for end users 
and act as the cash cow of continued executive sponsorship.

2. Strategic imperatives. These are the high-value-added economic initiatives such as reducing 
call center volume by 30% by deploying self-service access to customers and cutting accounts 
receivable cycles by two-thirds by introducing transactional bill-payment and remittance 
services through the customer portal. Successful, on-time delivery of these initiatives should 
earn the portal team its bonus.

3. Breakthrough innovations. Consider this bucket the lab where the portal team can flex its 
innovation muscles by researching, testing, and designing new capabilities that could be offered 
through the portal. Relying on packaged products for common capabilities like content and 
document management will free up valuable portal resources to focus on these new, innovative 
applications. Expect frequent failure from experimental efforts but realize that companies find 
true, grass-roots innovations through experimentation with these portal applications.

Step 5: Think Of The Portal As The Destination, Not The Technology

You can do virtually anything you can think of with technology supporting a portal — including 
portal technology, enterprise search, content management, asynchronous collaboration, process 
management, and integration. For example, you can build a simple Web site for a single department. 
You can construct a partner extranet. You can even build complex composite applications that 
integrate several back-end systems. The IT industry and portal technology has reached a state 
in which the portal can accommodate virtually any integration, feature set, or user interface 
convention. The more vexing and interesting questions are, “What should you do with your portal? 
And why?” Armed with an effective team, a deep understanding of user context and motivations, 
and a process for prioritizing and managing change, you’ll be far better equipped to make portals 
succeed.
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R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

ENTERPRISES: THINK STRATEGY FIRST, TECHNOLOGY SECOND

· Focus on the portal leadership team to avoid common portal pitfalls. Aligning all 
constituents involved in a portal initiative against a common set of goals requires strong 
executive leadership as well as pragmatic program management. Look for individuals who 
have credibility with the business, influence skills, and general portal technology knowledge. 

· Target high-value portal initiatives first. Not all portal initiatives are high value — so 
look first for initiatives that have easily quantifiable savings, revenue opportunities, and/or 
strategic importance to the company. Use lower-value initiatives — such as employee 
directory lookups — to drive more frequent portal usage.

·  Put end users at the center of every design decision. Move beyond basic user profiling 
and user interviews, usage metrics, and user motivation to drive portal decision-making. 
Look for opportunities to leverage employee motivations — like individual impact, 
departmental goals, or overall corporate values — to foster an active community of portal 
users.

· Use portfolio planning to set portal priorities. Because portals frequently impact 
multiple business units and/or functional groups with competing interests, portal teams 
need an objective set of criteria to drive portal prioritization. Maintain a list of platform 
enhancements, strategic imperatives, and breakthrough innovations for portal planning 
purposes and agree on an objective set of criteria for evaluating what to focus on first.

ENDNOTES
1 In North America, portal server spending plans matched content management and data warehousing plans 

and beat many other hot topics like identity management, RFID, and business process management in 2005. 
See the December 15, 2004, Data Overview “2005 Enterprise IT Outlook: Business Technographics® North 
America.” 

2 Recent data shows that portal projects struggle to find a reason to exist. Weak alignment with business goals, 
soft budget justification, and too many choices doom rudderless portal projects and threaten to bury this 
technology in the app development platform. See the April 21, 2004, Trends “Portal Projects In Search Of A 
Purpose.” 

3 When asked “How long will it take to implement this portal,” 37% of respondents said one to two years. See 
the April 21, 2004, Trends “Portal Projects In Search Of A Purpose.” 

4 Most portal projects get dumped entirely in IT’s lap and, as a result, suffer from misalignment with business 
needs, low adoption, and an unorganized overabundance of features. To avoid this chaotic end state, large 
firms must make portals a priority for the whole business, not just IT, by organizing a permanent, cross-
functional governing task force. See the November 23, 2004, Best Practices “How To Organize A Successful 
Portal Project.”
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5 The profile of IT leaders is changing. Enterprise architects, project managers, and business analyst roles 
are, in fact, in heightened demand and well-paid as a result. These jobs depend on communication skills, 
business process knowledge, and project management expertise, all of which depend on education and 
training. See the July 6, 2005, Trends “IT Is Not Going Away — But The Worker Profile Changes.” 

6 No matter how good the technology implementation may be, the biggest challenge in using online 
employee services is cultural. Anticipate resistance to process change and deal with it through various 
methods, including communications, meetings, and focus groups. See the October 4, 2004, Best Practices 

“Creating The Online Employee Experience.” 

7 Make the portal the only channel for accessing key information or applications, preferably daily. This could 
mean publishing the corporate employee directory in the portal but limiting the visibility of organizational 
charts and self-service updates to the portal only. Or stop printing (and mailing) paycheck stubs. Instead, 
allow employees to view their automatic deposit records securely through the portal. For different 
functional groups, the portal should become the only source for important information, like the list of 
new leads for the sales organization. See the June 4, 2002, IdeaByte “Encouraging Users To Adopt And 
Customize The Portal.” 

8 Measurable portal benefits originate with a clear understanding of business objectives and audience, 
from which follow practical metrics that assess quantitatively how the portal will change or improve 
specific business activities. Many organizations fail to make this connection early and are forced to collect 
substantiation after the fact, which can increase costs, effort, and overall perception that “something went 
wrong” with the portal deployment. See the February 19, 2003, IdeaByte “Base Portal Metrics On Tangible 
Business Objectives.” 
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